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Abstra t
The seminar

entered around re urrent information pro essing in neural

systems and its

onne tions to brain s ien es, on the one hand, and higher

symboli

reasoning, on the other side. The goal was to explore

onne tions

a ross the dis iplines and to ta kle important questions whi h arise in all
sub-dis iplines su h as representation of temporal information, generalization
ability, inferen e, and learning.
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Goals of the seminar

Arti ial neural networks (FNNs) onstitute a parti ularly su essful ma hine
learning te hnique with appli ation areas ranging from industrial tasks up to simulations of biologi al neural networks. The seminar entered around re urrent neural
networks (RNNs), whi h in lude y li onne tions of the neurons and whi h an
in orporate ontext information or temporal dependen ies in a natural way. Spatiotemporal data and ontext relations o ur frequently in various highly relevant
domains su h as roboti s, system identi ation and ontrol, bioinformati s, medi al and biomedi al data, sensor streams in te hni al appli ations, natural spee h
pro essing, analysis of text and web do uments, et . Moreover, spatiotemporal
signals and feedba k onne tions are ubiquitous when onsidering biologi al neural networks of the human brain. Therefore, RNNs arry the promise of e ient
biologi ally plausible signal pro essing models optimally suited for a wide area of
industrial appli ations on the one hand and an explanation of ognitive phenomena
of the human brain on the other hand.
However, simple feedforward networks without re urrent onne tions and with
a feature en oding of omplex spatiotemporal signals whi h negle ts stru tural
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aspe ts of data are still the preferred model in industrial or s ienti appli ations,
disregarding the great potential of feedba k onne tions. This is mainly due to the
fa t that traditional training of RNNs, unlike FNNs and ba kpropagation, fa es
severe problems: ba kpropagation for RNNs suers from numeri al barriers, a
formal learning theory of RNNs in the lassi al sense of PAC learning does hardly
exist, RNNs easily show omplex haoti behavior whi h is ompli ated to manage,
and the way how humans use re urren e to ope with language, omplex symbols,
or logi al inferen e is only partially understood.
The aim of the seminar was to bring together resear hers who are involved in these
dierent areas, in order to further the understanding and development of e ient,
biologi ally plausible re urrent information pro essing, both in theory and in appli ations. Although often ta kled separately, these aspe ts, the investigation of
ognitive models, the design of e ient training models, and the integration of
symboli systems into RNNs, severely inuen e ea h other, and they need to be
integrated to a hieve optimum models, algorithmi design, and theoreti al ba kground. Parti ular aspe ts whi h should be addressed in the seminar, in luded
1.

the explanation of 're urrent' phenomena observed in humans and the development of orresponding biologi ally plausible models, (Cognitive models )

2.

the design of e ient re urrent training algorithms beyond numeri ally instable gradient based te hniques, (Training models )

3.

the theoreti al understanding of the apa ity of re urrent models, its onne tions to high-level stru tures and symboli paradigms, and the design of
orresponding systems. (Symboli models )
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Stru ture

29 experts from 10 dierent ountries joined the seminar, in luding a good mixture
of established s ientists and promising young resear hers working in the eld. A ording to the interdis iplinary topi , the main subje ts of the resear hers overed
heterogeneous elds in luding omputational neuros ien e, pattern re ognition /
neuroinformati s, and logi / relational learning. In spite of the diverse ba kgrounds, the parti ipants shared a ommon strong interest in re urrent neural
networks, in parti ular on inferen e in re urrent neural networks. This unusual
setup allowed us to dis uss salient issues in a way that integrated perspe tives from
several s ienti dis iplines, thereby providing numerous valuable new insights and
resear h onta ts for the parti ipants. Correspondingly, a wide range of topi s was
overed during dis ussions and brainstorming in the seminar.
During the week, 28 talks were presented whi h addressed dierent aspe ts of
RNNs and whi h were grouped a ording to the following topi s:
•

The relation of logi and RNNs
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•

Statisti al logi

•

Biologi al ba kground, experiments and models

•

RNN training models

•

RNNs for stru tures

The talks were supplemented by vivid dis ussions based on the presented topi s
and beyond. Dedi ated dis ussion sessions entered around various problems and
perspe tives in this eld su h as the role of logi al inferen e in RNNs, similarities
and dissimilarities of neuro-symboli integration and statisti al relational learning, the parallels between natural and arti ial NNs, and urrent hallenges for
(industrial) appli ations of RNNs. This was omplemented by slots designated to
summarize the insights gained during the week and to put it into a number of
questions / hallenges. The Wednesday afternoon session `Traje tory in the environment' in form of a walk in the beautiful surrounding of Dagstuhl gave ample
opportunity to further s ienti dis ussions.
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Results

A variety of open problems and hallenges ame up during the week. The following
topi s were identied as entral issues in the ontext of RNNs:
•

•

•

How are temporal orrelations best represented in RNNs? What is the role of xed points / attra tors / haoti
dynami s in information representation? How an higher symboli information be represented in RNNs? The problem of how information is represented
is entral in pra ti al learning tasks as well as biologi al modelling.
Information representation:

How an stru tures su h as sets, graphs, Herbranddomains be dealt with in RNNs? How an operations on stru tures, in parti ular standard planning, logi al inferen e, et . be realized in (or ombined
with) RNNs? While a uniform integration of logi al stru tures into RNNs
is entral in ore neuro-symboli integration, it is ta kled in a variety of different ways in on rete learning tasks where stru tures are involved, ranging
from (e ient) ad ho solutions, dedi ated dynami s su h as graph NNs, to
a tight and e ient marriage of logi al representations and statisti al modelling in statisti al relational learning.
RNNs and stru tures:

The question was posed whether higher stru tures
play a role for modelling biologi al phenomena, on the one hand, and whether
stru tures are bene ial for pra ti al appli ations, on the other hand. We
arrived at the on lusion that higher level stru tures for inferen e are likely
to be needed also in the brain, but that there are rather sparse biologi al
Do we need stru tures:
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data that ould suggest suitable models. This gives rise to interesting open
questions for neural network resear hers, where the hallenge is to design arti ial neural network models that provide the desired fun tionality, but also
meet known biologi al onstraints. When onsidering appli ations, ben hmarks su h as long-term-predi tion, planning, and reasoning inherently rely
on stru tures. It was pointed out that stru tural aspe ts an also add a benet to propositional tasks sin e problems onne ted to omplex prepro essing
of data or bad generalization in the absen e of su ient examples an be
avoided by integrating stru tural aspe ts.
•

One entral issue raised in the seminar is the ne essity for
ben hmarks to test the advantages of logi integration and re urren e ompared to simple models. Although a number of interesting appli ations e.g.
in hemistry or time series pro essing exist, large-s ale appli ations where
higher-order stru tures are the key to a good solution in omparison to simpler models seem missing. Thereby, ben hmarks an in lude both, large-s ale
ve torial domains where the integration of logi or stru tures yields better
/ more e ient solutions, as well as large-s ale appli ations from inherently
stru tured domains.
Ben hmarks:

Overall, the presentations and dis ussions revealed that RNNs onstitute a highly
diverse and evolving eld whi h opens interesting perspe tives to ma hine learning
for stru tures in the broadest sense. It still waits with quite a few open problems
for resear hers, a entral problem being e ient and robust learning methods for
hallenging domains.
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